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WHAT’S NEW
Composite Rolls Highlight of TaeguTec
IP Division’s Customer Seminar

Welcome to the Big holiday season of TaeguTec Times where we
have expanded, renovated and tinkered with to give you an enjoyable reading experience. As always we have news about our
company, our newest products and a look at a gallery of interesting pictures. Now, we have added videos beyond our domain and
jokes that will make you laugh and think. We have also linked
our newsletter to our site for a complete action packed edition. So
sit back, enjoy and share.
Chief Editor

Creating tailor made solutions for TaeguTec’s customers starts with a simple visit to the company’s
head office in South Korea. TaeguTec’s Industrial
Products division recently held a seminar for over
30 customers from seven countries in Asia and
Europe. Read More | Photo Gallery

VIDEO NEWS

TaeguTec Charity Donation Furthers
Health in Home Region
The old proverb of “charity begins at home” strikes
a warm chord for TaeguTec especially during the
holiday season. Since 2006, TaeguTec has supported Dalseo region’s most needy citizens by paying
their monthly national health insurance payments.
Read More

TaeguTec Android Smartphone Application
TaeguTec launched a free smartphone and tablet
computer application for the Android operating
system providing real-time information to industrial
users in the metal cutting sector. After logging onto
Google Play from a smartphone or tablet, users can
download and install the app. Read More

TTA Advises Proper Tools on Internet
The recently launched TaeguTec Tool Advisor
program has been expanded to include information
about drilling and milling-shouldering programs
with more on the way. The TaeguTec Tool Advisor
is designed to suggest appropriate tools based on
various setups. Read More

BREATHING RIGHT — TaeguTec was front and
center at this year’s EMO trade fair in Hannover,
Germany from September 16-21, 2013, where the
South Korean metalworking giant showcased its vast
array of innovative tools that perform exceptionally
well and help to cut cost.
WATCH THE REPORT ON TAEGUTEC TV

PICTURE OF THE
MONTH

Polish Seminar Chips Into Market
TaeguTec, the newest cutting tools player in the
Polish market, recently held a series of seminars
and demonstrations for customers from central/
eastern Europe’s largest economy. Almost 30
Polish industry leaders, big and small, attended the
seminar. Read More | Photo Gallery

English Seminar Heightens TaeguTec
Tools to the World

Click Picture for Larger View

The cutting tool sector is undergoing many developments in order to keep pace with the changing
market dynamics and with it, TaeguTec is going
hand-in-hand with these changes by researching
and developing technologically innovative tools.
Read More | Photo Gallery

New Turkish Plant Delivers TaeguTec
Special Tools Quickly

ALL ABOARD — In Germany, the train system's tracks
form an elaborate spider web throughout the entire country
to get passengers where they need to go at any time of day
— the choices are numerous.
[Interesting Engineering]

ENGINEERING
JOKE

TaeguTec recently connected Turkey and South
Korea with the opening of a new manufacturing
facility in the crossroads of both continents. The
aim of the factory is to produce tight tolerance
tools and deliver in a short amount of time.
Read More | Photo Gallery

PodCast
Chase2Feed on TaeguTec Radio

Joke Two

Chase2Feed's cost effective four cutting edges offers exceptional performance advantages in facing,
shouldering, straight ramping, helical ramping and
cavity machining. Jay Lee, TaeguTec’s milling
product manager discusses.
Listen | VideoCast | Download MP3 | Info

COOL
STUFF
We scoured the internet &
asked our panel of experts
which site offers the coolest stuff
because finding that special
something can be a challenge.

(Because Two is Better Than One)
"Normal people believe that if it ain't broke,
don't fix it.
Engineers believe that if it ain't broke, it
doesn't have enough features yet."

Two Sites Filled With Awesome Holiday Gifts for the Season
If you’re struggling to
find that special engineer on your shopping
list that perfect gift,
then check out this
humorous and practical site filled with special gifts that he/she
will love. Visit Site

If you couldn’t find that
special gift, then check
out this stuff that lists a
plethora of gift ideas
for any guy/gal, so grab
a mug, pull up a seat
and get your holiday
shopping done the right
way. Visit Site

NEW PRODUCTS
New Carbide T-FlexTec is no Simple
Long Shot

Two Chip Breakers, One Circlip Expansion for TaeguTec’s QuadRush

TaeguTec has launched two new
solid carbide coated end mill
grades that improve a tool’s life
and offers industrial users in the
metal removing sector overall
better performance on a range of
applications. Read More

TaeguTec is introducing two new
chip breakers and expanding its
“J” chip breaker to include the
handling of circlip grooving applications for its very popular and
unique four cutting edge QuadRush product line. Read More

TaeguTec’s ChaseMold Diversifies to
Machine Difficult Materials

TaeguTec’s HSSE T-Tap Line Tapped
into Two Kits

The growth and need to find tools
that can easily handle difficult-tocut materials is making many
machine shops rethink their current practices by looking at innovative cutting tools that outperform and cut cost. Read More

TaeguTec launched two new kits
for its HSSE line of taps for
through hole and blind hole applications. These kits are to test and
evaluate the line or for customers
that operate under flexible production schedules. Read More

VIDEOVIEW
FineBall for Smooth Stable Machining

FACEBOOK
TopMicro Small Tool Big Success

With its excellent runout and precision, the FineBall line delivers
smooth, stable machining for the
mold and die and aerospace industries.
Product | Demo | Product Info

PHOTO GALLERY

TopMicro was developed for internal
machining miniature components.
Check out this case study to see how
effective the TopMicro line of tools
can be for your machining needs.
Facebook Site | Product Video

AMAZING VIDEO

Tour the TaeguTec’s New Manufacturing Plant
The opening of TaeguTec’s manufacturing plant in
Turkey is a source of pride for the company that
will produce and supply tight tolerance tools on
time, every time to one of the region’s fastest growing economies. Check out the new plant in this photo tour. Tour Plant | Opening Ceremony

Glimpse into Fall Season’s Customer Seminars
Take a look at this season’s seminars that examined
solutions for new and future machining trends
Roll Innovation Seminar
International English Language Seminar
Poland Seminar
Italy/Spain Customer Seminar

CAR CHANGER — How you should not wash
your car no matter what, even if you are in a rush.
Watch Video

For more info, visit TaeguTec Times at www.taegutectimes.com
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